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I'm a virgin, so I joined an on-line dating app.I'm a virgin, so I joined an on-line dating app.

But I didn't realize that the guy I was chatting with would turn out to be the gorgeous ex-con who lives next door!But I didn't realize that the guy I was chatting with would turn out to be the gorgeous ex-con who lives next door!

Janie's a shy virgin who hangs out at home reading romances most days. In order to get out more, she joins

ChatWorld, the newest on-line dating service. But there's more to hooking up than meets the eye ... especially when

she starts texting with a magnetic man who seems too good to be true.

Trent's back from prison and leading a boring life in the suburbs. He's noticed his pretty neighbor several times, but

as an ex-con, he figures Janie deserves better. So he turns to ChatWorld with devastating results because the sassy girl

he meets turns out to be no one other than the innocent virgin ... whose mom has been coming on strong!

Hey Readers - Have you ever lived next door to a hardened, sexy ex-con? Hey Readers - Have you ever lived next door to a hardened, sexy ex-con? Well, our heroine gets her world turnedWell, our heroine gets her world turned
upside down when she meets Trent. upside down when she meets Trent. As always, totally crazy, taboo to the hilt romance that'll leave a sugary sweetAs always, totally crazy, taboo to the hilt romance that'll leave a sugary sweet
taste in your mouth. MF romance, no FMF scenes.  Bonus books included. taste in your mouth. MF romance, no FMF scenes.  Bonus books included. Love, Cassie and KendallLove, Cassie and Kendall
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